Dr. Susan Love Research Foundation is dedicated to achieving a future without breast cancer by engaging the public and the scientific communities in innovative research on cause and prevention. We do this by facilitating and inspiring collaborative and novel research, and by translating science to engage the public as informed partners.

Dr. Susan Love Research Foundation operates at the intersection of an informed public, the scientific community, and other commercial and nonprofit organizations with an interest in ending breast cancer and improving the quality of life for people living with breast cancer.

From the Board of Directors

This was a challenging yet fruitful year as Dr. Susan Love Research Foundation welcomed a new Chief Executive Officer at the midpoint. Heather Cooper Ortner joined us in February 2014 and had an immediate and positive impact on the Foundation’s operations. With Heather at the operational helm and Dr. Susan Love leading our research efforts, the Board of Directors is looking forward to increasing recognition, focus, and investment into the cause and prevention of breast cancer in the coming years.

Meribeth J. Brand
Chair
Dr. Susan Love Research Foundation
From the CVO and CEO

Though ‘year of transition’ is oft-used and much abused, it is a fitting description of our 2013-14 fiscal year as we faced and tackled some new challenges and reinforced our approach to sustaining and growing the impact of Dr. Susan Love Research Foundation.

Our primary challenge during the fiscal year was the development of sustained, ongoing funding to support our Army of Women®, Health of Women (HOW) Study™, and clinical research programs. Over the course of the year, we were successful in stabilizing the Foundation’s team of talented professionals, and we focused on new and stronger relationships with like-minded individuals who have the capacity and reach to help us build upon our existing programs, extend our value to the breast cancer community at large, and accomplish our goals.

The time has come to put more emphasis on ending breast cancer before it starts. We are painfully aware that the mortality rates for breast cancer have not significantly dropped over the past decades, and that women (and men) continue to be diagnosed with metastatic breast cancer at alarming rates. We will continue to support the importance of knowledge and improving the quality of life for everyone who is diagnosed with breast cancer. We also firmly believe that research into what causes breast cells to mutate, become malignant, and all too often, metastasize, will lead us to discovering how to prevent any of that from happening in the first place.

It will take time. It will take innovative research. It will take money. It will take more participation by members of the public, who are science’s most valuable resource. We are encouraged by the increase in volume of the public’s voices, demanding more answers, better solutions, and faster progress towards eliminating this disease.

We appreciate all that you do to help us move closer to our goal of creating a future without breast cancer.

Susan M. Love, MD, MBA  Heather Cooper Ortner
Chief Visionary Officer  Chief Executive Officer

Heather’s arrival at the Foundation brought a focused and disciplined approach to leadership and governance, along with experience and wisdom in engaging generous donors, sponsors, and benefactors who support our mission.” — Susan M. Love, MD, MBA

“The Foundation commands a coveted position in the mission to end breast cancer. Susan represents the voice of women everywhere who deserve digestible and actionable information, along with that expert medical voice that inspires.” — Heather Cooper Ortner
Army of Women®

Army of Women volunteers across the United States continue to raise their hands to participate in breast cancer research. These women are determined to make an impact on saving lives and improving the quality of life for women living with breast cancer. They are willing to give information, blood, urine, nipple aspirate fluid, and even tissue samples to aid researchers in pursuit of the end of breast cancer.

Dr. Susan Love Research Foundation, our supporters, and research partners celebrate and honor the members of the Army of Women for their selflessness and dedication to a future without breast cancer.

AOW made the most difficult part of conducting clinical research the easiest part. I continue to work with AOW and strongly recommend this invaluable resource to other principal investigators.*

— Shelli Kesler, Ph.D.
University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center

AOW Study: Cognitive Enhancement Program
The purpose of this study was to test whether brain-training exercises can improve brain function in breast cancer survivors who were treated with chemotherapy and are having problems with memory, concentration, multitasking and other similar skills.

Past Studies:
Cognitive and Emotional Effects of Breast Cancer - 2009
Assessment of Cognitive Difficulties in Breast Cancer - 2013

I joined the Army of Women because I read about how difficult it is to find people to participate in cancer research. For me, it’s very personal. I have a young daughter and I never want her to go through what I went through.”

— Claudia Schmidt
Mom, Marketing Consultant, and Blogger
My Left Breast (www.myleftbreast.net)
The reason why I got cancer may not really be as crucial to me as to future generations that can benefit from all that we’ve learned and are learning. I am in full support of the HOW Study, which is digging deep to discover the key to making breast cancer ‘a thing of the past.’”

— Kathryn Livingston

Author

Yin Yang Yogini, A Woman’s Quest for Balance, Strength, and Inner Peace

Health of Women (HOW) Study

Number of active participants as of June 30, 2014: 50,006

Number of active participants added during FY 2013-14: 8,541

Collateral Damage

In summer 2013, Dr. Love wrote a blog post about the collateral damage she experienced from her leukemia treatment. The Foundation received an outpouring of response to the post, and the Collateral Damage project was born. Driven by the theory that the side effects of breast cancer treatment are widespread and unrecognized, input was crowdsourced for a HOW Study questionnaire to explore the true cost of the cure.

We collaborated with Susan G. Komen, Young Survival Coalition, and 17 other breast cancer advocacy and support organizations to spread the word, asking for questions about the side effects of breast cancer treatment. More than 9,000 responses were received from nearly 3,200 individuals, spotlighting issues ranging from chemobrain to neuropathy, loss of sexual appetite to problems sleeping.

The Foundation is proceeding to develop and launch a formal HOW Study questionnaire, to gather and analyze the data on these issues, and to report it back to the public and the medical community.

The Collateral Damage project is another example of Dr. Susan Love Research Foundation’s ability to apply innovative new approaches. With so much recent focus on patient-centered reporting, we believe that patient- and public-centered research will provide insights and knowledge that cannot be discovered in a lab.
It Takes a Village

We have neither the time, the money, nor the patience to try to do everything ourselves. One of Dr. Susan Love Research Foundation’s core competences is the willingness and ability to collaborate with like-minded organizations and individuals. It is our belief that many minds inspire more productive thinking and better outcomes. Whether it’s partnering with other breast cancer organizations on research, with reputable commercial ventures on education and sponsorship, or with our passionate supporters who raise vital funds by participating in Walk with Love or hosting their own creative fundraising events, together we can get closer to ending breast cancer than any of us could possibly accomplish individually.

Susan G. Komen and Young Survival Coalition
During the year, we forged strong partnerships with these two breast cancer powerhouses, who together provide support and programs for millions of breast cancer patients. The Collateral Damage crowdsourcing success was a result of our combined efforts to encourage women to speak up about the side effects of their treatments. This project will allow us to do a better job of acknowledging and addressing the expectations of people who face breast cancer treatment, giving them a clearer understanding of their options and potential impact of those choices.

Ford Warriors in Pink
Our three-year partnership with Ford Warriors in Pink has greatly benefitted the Foundation, adding more value than the funding alone. This year, we developed shared digital content for a campaign to drive the conversation about breast health with our daughters in a positive and non-fearful way. An informative infographic was posted on Fordcares.com and shared widely (www.warriorsinpink.ford.com/we-are-warriors), and Dr. Love posted a blog (http://blog.dslrf.org/?p=1962) on the topic for Mother’s Day.

The work of the Foundation is critical to finding the cause of breast cancer to end this disease, and we are proud to support that mission through Warriors in Pink apparel sales and outreach efforts. Dr. Love provided great tips for our Drive the Conversation outreach last year and we know together, we can do even more in 2015.”

— Tracy Magee
Primary Brand Experiential Marketing Manager
Ford Motor Company
Clinical Research

Biome of the Breast
In January 2014, our collaborators on the Biome project at John Wayne Cancer Institute (JWCI) confirmed the presence of bacteria in the breast using tissue samples that were in storage at the JWCI tissue bank. Separate research in Canada corroborated the hypothesis, and there is early evidence that there may be a protective bacteria present in some breast tissue. More research is needed, but we are encouraged by the potential of these early findings. In the coming years, we hope to secure additional funding to continue pursuing this promising direction.

...we are encouraged by the potential of these early findings.

Mapping Ductal Carcinoma In Situ (DCIS)
We formally launched our project to image and map the extent of DCIS with The Valley Hospital in Ridgewood, New Jersey in April 2014. Considered Stage 0, or pre-cancer, only about 20-30% of DCIS will become invasive breast cancer. Unfortunately, we don’t know which 20-30%. The intent is to utilize 3D ultrasound to build images of breast ducts containing DCIS. The goals are to enable surgeons to get clear margins with less drastic surgery and to develop a method of monitoring the microcalcifications that characterize DCIS to determine what, if any, changes are occurring.

Self-Reading, Handheld Ultrasound
Breast cancer is more deadly in low- to middle-income countries, primarily due to lack of access to screening technology and skilled technicians. Dr. Susan Love Research Foundation believes that ultrasound can be “trained” to recognize malignant versus benign lumps and fibrous cysts, and that an affordable, handheld, self-reading ultrasound would change the way women in developing countries are triaged for breast cancer. The Foundation submitted a grant proposal to the National Institutes of Health/National Cancer Institute for the development and testing of such a device.

Walk with Love 2014
Walk with Love 2014 was our most successful yet. 1,000 participants and 16 corporate sponsors helped us exceed our goal by raising $252,044 to support our signature programs.
Financials

83 cents of every dollar is invested in research and public education programs.

Statement of Financial Position
June 30, 2014

Assets
Cash and cash equivalents $ 363,254
Accounts receivable $ 9,000
Contributions and Grants Receivable $ 16,298
Prepaid expenses $ 28,367
Investments $ 3,029,645
Patents, net $ 12,903
Property, equipments and website, net $ 491,024
Security deposit $ 21,261
TOTAL ASSETS $ 3,971,752

Liabilities
Liabilities $ 114,655
TOTAL LIABILITIES $ 114,655

Net Assets
Unrestricted:
Operating Net Assets $ 3,382,097
Board Designated Operating Reserves $ 475,000
Total Unrestricted $ 3,857,097
Restricted
TOTAL NET ASSETS $ 3,857,097
TOTAL LIABILITIES and NET ASSETS $ 3,971,752

Statement of Activities
for the Year Ended June 30, 2014

2013/2014 Public Support and Other Revenue
Grants, contracts, contributions $ 1,095,829
Other $ 27,845
Special events $ 212,144
Investment returns $ 433,024
2013/2014 Public Support and Other Revenue $ 1,768,842

2013/2014 Expenses
Research $ 507,686
Army of Women $ 617,470
Health of Women Study $ 451,709
Education $ 244,396
Fundraising $ 209,638
Management and General $ 152,068
2013/2014 Expenses $ 2,182,967

Change in Net Assets $ (414,125)

NET ASSETS, Beginning of Year $ 4,271,222
NET ASSETS, End of Year $ 3,857,097

Investment
These financial statements were abstracted from the Dr. Susan Love Research Foundation’s June 30, 2014 financial statements, which were audited by Hensiek & Caron Certified Public Accountants. The audited financial statements are available on the foundation’s website at www.DrSusanLoveResearch.org and are also available from our office upon request.

Give with Confidence
The Dr. Susan Love Research Foundation has earned the prestigious distinctions of being a Better Business Bureau Accredited Charity, a Charity Navigator Four-Star Charity, and a GuideStar Silver Level Charity.
Every Dollar Counts!
An additional 3,609 people donated a total of $329,943 to help us end breast cancer.
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Christina Yorn
The Dr. Susan Love Research Foundation’s Scientific Advisory Committee (SAC) is comprised of advocates, health care professionals, researchers, and other stakeholders who are engaged in reviewing our own research programs and in reviewing requests from scientists seeking volunteers from the Army of Women to participate in their studies. Their professional expertise and insight lends strength and credibility to our research programs and those who recruit through the Army of Women.